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Résumé
The utuation-dissipation relation (FDR) is measured on the dieletri properties
of a gel (Laponite) and of a polymer glass (polyarbonate). For the gel it is found that
during the transition from a uid-like to a solid-like state the utuation dissipation
theorem is strongly violated. The amplitude and the persistene time of this violation
are dereasing funtions of frequeny. Around 1Hz it may persist for several hours.
A very similar behavior is observed in polyarbonate after a quenh below the glass
transition temperature. In both ases the origin of this violation is a highly intermittent
dynamis haraterized by large utuations. The relevane of these results for reent
models of aging are disussed.
PACS : 75.10.Nr, 77.22Gm, 64.70Pf, 05.20−y.
1 Introdution
Many systems in nature, suh as glasses, spin-glasses, olloids and granular materials,
present an extremely slow relaxation towards equilibrium and, when external onditions are
modied, the physial properties of these materials evolve as a funtion of time : they are
aging. For example, when a glassy material is quenhed from above its glass transition tem-
perature Tg to a temperature lower than Tg, any response funtion of the material depends
on the time tw elapsed from the quenh [1℄. Another example of aging is given by olloidal-
glasses, whose properties evolve during the sol-gel transition whih may last several days
[2℄. An important feature of aging materials is the dependene of their physial properties
on the thermal history of the sample. Indeed experimental proedures, based on multiple
yles of ooling, heating and waiting times, have shown the existene of two spetaular
eets : memory and rejuvenation. Speially, aging materials present a rejuvenation for
any negative temperature perturbation and at the same time during heating they remind
the stops at xed temperature done during ooling (see for example [3, 4℄ and referenes
therein). Several models have been proposed to explain suh a beahvior but from an ex-
perimental point of view it is not easy to distinguish between them. The above mentioned
experimental proedures have been, indeed, extremely useful to x several onstrains for
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the phenomenologial models[5, 6℄, but these proedures are mainly based on the study of
the response of the system to an external perturbation. Therefore they are unable to give
new insight on the system dynamis. Let us onsider for example the trap model[5℄ whih is
based on a phase spae desription. Its basi ingredient is an ativation proess and aging is
assoiated to the fat that deeper and deeper valleys are reahed as the system evolves [7℄.
The dynamis in this model has to be intermittent beause either nothing moves or there
is a jump between two traps. This ontrasts, for example, with mean eld dynamis whih
is ontinuous in time[8℄. Therefore, from an experimental point of view, it is extremely im-
portant to study not only the response of the system but also its thermal utuations. This
analysis is also related to another important aspet of aging dynamis, that is the denition
of the temperature. Indeed reent theories [8℄ based on the desription of spin glasses by
a mean eld approah proposed to extend the onept of temperature using a Flutuation
Dissipation Relation (FDR) whih generalizes the Flutuation Dissipation Theorem (FDT)
for a weakly out of equilibrium system (for a review see ref. [9, 10, 11℄). In order to under-
stand this generalization, we reall the main onsequenes of FDT in a system whih is in
thermodynami equilibrium. We onsider an observable V of suh a system and its onjugate
variable q . The response funtion χV q(ω), at frequeny f = ω/2pi, desribes the variation
δV (ω) of V indued by a perturbation δq(ω) of q, that is χV q(ω) = δV (ω)/δq(ω). FDT re-
lates the utuation spetral density of V to the response funtion χV q and the temperature
T of the system :
S(ω) =
2kB T
piω
Im [χV q(ω)] (1)
where S(ω) =< |V (ω)|2 > is the utuation spetral density of V , kB is the Boltz-
mann onstant, Im [χV q(ω)] is the imaginary part of χV q(ω). Textbook examples of FDT are
Nyquist's formula relating the voltage noise to the eletrial resistane and the Einstein's
relation for Brownian motion relating the partile diusion oeient to the uid visosity
[12℄.
When the system is not in equilibrium FDT, that is eq.1, may fail. Indeed theoretial
works [8℄ predit a violation of eq.1 whih has been observed [9℄ in many numerial simula-
tions ([11℄,[13℄-[19℄) and in a few experiments [20℄-[24℄.
Beause of the slow dependene on tw of the response funtions, it has been proposed to
use a FDR whih generalizes eq.1 and whih an be used to dene an eetive temperature
Teff (ω, tw) of the system [11℄ :
Teff(ω, tw) =
S(ω, tw) piω
Im [χV q(ω, tw)] 2kB
(2)
It is lear that if eq.1 is satised Teff = T , otherwise Teff turns out to be a dereasing
funtion of tw and ω. The physial meaning of eq.2 is that there is a time sale (for example
tw) whih allows to separate the fast proesses from the slow ones. In other words the low
frequeny modes, suh that ωtw < 1, relax towards the equilibrium value muh slower than
the high frequeny ones whih rapidly relax to the temperature of the thermal bath. Therefore
it is oneivable that the slow frequeny modes keep memory of higher temperatures for a
long time and for this reason their temperature should be higher than that of the high
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frequeny ones. This striking behavior has been observed in several numerial models of
aging [11℄,[13℄-[19℄. Further analytial and numerial studies of simple models show that
eq.2 is a good denition of temperature in the thermodynami sense [10, 11℄. In spite of the
large amount of theoretial studies there are only a few experiments where FDR is studied
in aging materials. The experimental analysis of the dependene of Teff(ω, tw) on ω and tw
is very useful to distinguish among dierent models of aging beause the FDT violations are
model dependent [11℄,[13℄-[19℄. Furthermore the diret analysis of the noise signal allows one
to understand if the dynamis is either intermittent or ontinuous in time.
Reently, a few experiments have analyzed this problems in real materials [20℄, [21, 22℄,
[23℄, [24℄. The violation of FDT measured in an experiment on a spin glass [23℄ seems to be in
agreement with theoretial preditions, whih were originally based on mean eld approah
of spin glasses. In ontrast, experiments done on dieletri measurements on glyerol [20℄,
olloidal glasses[21, 22℄ and polymers [24℄ present only a qualitative agreement with theory.
The previous analysis of Laponite [21, 22℄ and of polyarbonate[24℄ was mainly based
on the study of the time evolution of the noise spetra whih is surprisingly similar in these
two very dierent materials. In both ases the eetive temperature dened using eq.2 is
huge and the persistent time of the violation is extremely long. We have therefore analyzed
diretly the time evolution of the noise signal in both experiments and we nd a strongly
intermittent beahvior in both materials. In this paper we desribe the results of this analysis
and we want also to point out the ommon features observed in the slow relaxation dynamis
of these two materials.
The paper is organized as follows. In setion 2 and 3 we reall the main results of the
experiment on Laponite and polyarbonate respetively. We also desribe the analysis per-
formed on the time evolution of the noise signal. In setion 4 we ompare the results of
the two experiments and we disuss their relevane for reent aging models. Conlusions are
done at the end of the setion.
2 Laponite eletri properties
2.1 The experimental apparatus
The Laponite [25℄ solution is used as a ondutive liquid between the two golden oated
eletrodes of a ell (see g.1). It is prepared in a lean N2 atmosphere to avoid CO2 and O2
ontamination, whih perturbs the eletrial measurements. Laponite partiles are dissolved
at a onentration of 2.5% mass fration in pure water under vigorous stirring during 300s.
To avoid the existene of any initial struture in the sol, we pass the solution through a 1µm
lter when lling our ell. This instant denes the origin of the aging time tw (the lling
of the ell takes roughly two minutes, whih an be onsidered the maximum inauray of
tw). The sample is then sealed so that no pollution or evaporation of the solvent an our.
At this onentration, the light sattering experiments show that Laponite [25℄ struture
funtions are still evolving 500h after the preparation [2℄. We only study the beginning of
this glass formation proess.
The two eletrodes of the ell are onneted to our measurement system, where we alter-
nately reord the ell eletrial impedane Z(tw, ω) and the voltage noise density SZ(tw, ω)
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(see g.1). Taking into aount that in this onguration Im [χV q(tw, ω)] = ωRe [Z(tw, ω)],
one obtains from eq.2 that the eetive temperature of the Laponite solution as a funtion
of the aging time and frequeny is :
Teff(tw, ω) = piSZ(tw, ω)/2kBRe [Z(tw, ω)] (3)
whih is an extension of the Nyquist formula.
The eletrial impedane of the sample is the sum of 2 eets : the bulk is purely on-
dutive, the ions of the solution follow the foring eld, whereas the interfaes between the
solution and the eletrodes give mainly a apaitive eet due to the presene of the Debye
layer[27℄. This beahvior has been validated using a four-eletrode potentiostati tehnique
[28℄ to make sure that the apaitive eet is only due to the surfae. In order to test only
bulk properties, the geometry of the ell is tuned to push the surfae ontribution to low
frequenies. Speially the ell is omposed by two large reservoirs in ontat with the
eletrodes whih have an area of 25cm2. The reservoirs are onneted by a rigid tube (see
g.1) whose setion and length give the main ontribution to the bulk eletrial resistane.
Thus by hanging the sizes of the tube the bulk resistane an be hanged from 300Ω to
100KΩ. We heked that the dynamis of the system does not depend on the value of the
bulk resistane. For a bulk resistane of about 105Ω the ut-o frequeny of the equivalent
R-C iruit (omposed by the series of the Debye layers plus the bulk resistane) is about
0.02Hz. In other words above this frequeny the imaginary part of the ell impedane is
about zero.
2.2 FDR measurements
In g.2(a), we plot the real part of the impedane as a funtion of the frequeny f , for
a typial experiment and two dierent times. The time evolution of the resistane of one of
our sample is plotted in g.2(b) : it is still deaying in a non trivial way after 24h, showing
that the sample has not reahed any equilibrium yet. This aging is onsistent with that
observed in light sattering experiments [2℄. As the dissipative part of the impedane Re(Z)
is weakly time and frequeny dependent, one would expet from the Nyquist formula that
so does the voltage noise density SZ . But as shown in g.3, FDR must be strongly violated
for the lowest frequenies and earliest times of our experiment : SZ hanges by several orders
of magnitude between highest values and the high frequeny tail
1
. This violation is learly
illustrated by the behavior of the eetive temperature in g.4
2
. For long times and high
frequenies, the FDR holds and the measured temperature is the room one (300K) ; whereas
for early times Teff limbs up to 3.10
3K at 1Hz. Moreover, Teff ould be even larger for
lower frequenies and lower aging times : indeed, we found in all the tested samples no
evidene of a saturation of this eetive temperature in our measurement range. In order to
1
This low frequeny noise annot be onfused with the standard 1/f noise observed in many eletroni
devies. We reall that the 1/f appears only when an external urrent produed by an external potential
goes through the devie. In our ell no external potential is applied
2
The usual representation of the eetive temperature in simulations is the slope of the response versus
orrelation plot, but it is not suited for our experimental data : the system being almost only dissipative,
the response funtion is lose to a delta distribution, thus FDR is only one point in this representation.
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Fig. 1: Laponite experimental set-up The impedane under test Z is a ell lled with a
2.5wt% Laponite sol. The eletrodes of the ell are golden oated to avoid oxidation. One of
the two eletrodes is grounded whereas the other is onneted to the entrane of a low noise
voltage amplier haraterized by a voltage ampliation G. With a spetrum analyzer, we
alternately reord the frequeny response FR(ω) =< V out/V exc > (swith A losed) and
the spetrum S(ω) =< |V out|2 > (swith A opened). The input voltage V exc is a white
noise exitation, thus from FR(ω) we derive the impedane Z(ω) as a funtion of ω, that
is Z(ω) = R0/(G/FR(ω) − 1) ; whereas from S(ω), we an estimate the voltage noise of
Z, speially SZ(ω) = [S(ω)− Sa(ω)]/G2 where Sa(ω) is the noise spetral density of the
amplier
be sure that the observed violation is not due to an artifat of the experimental proedure,
we lled the ell with an eletrolyte solution with pH lose to that of the Laponite sol suh
that the eletrial impedane of the ell was the same. Speially we lled the ell with
NaOH solution in water at a onentration of 10−3 mol.l−1. The results of the measurements
of Teff are shown in g.5 at two dierent times after the sample preparation. In this ase we
did not observe any violation of FDR at any time.
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Fig. 2: Laponite response funtion (a) Frequeny dependene of a sample impedane
for 2 dierent aging times : ontinuous line tw = 3332s ; (•)tw = 44825s.(b) Time evolution
of the resistane. This long time evolution is the signature of the aging of the sol. In spite of
the dereasing mobility of Laponite partiles in solution during the gelation, the eletrial
ondutivity inreases.
2.3 Statistial analysis of the noise
In order to understand suh a beahvior we have diretly analyzed the noise voltage aross
the Laponite ell. This test an be safely done in our experimental apparatus beause the
amplier noise is negligible with respet to the thermal noise of the Laponite ell even when
FDT is satised. In g.6(a) we plot a typial signal measured 2h after the gel preparation
when the FDT is strongly violated. The signal plotted in g.6(b) has been measured when
the system is relaxed and FDT is satised in all the frequeny range. By omparing the
two signals we immediately realize that there are very important dierenes. The signal
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Fig. 3: Voltage utuations for Laponite Voltage noise density of one sample for
dierent aging times. The horizontal dashed line is the FDT predition
in g.6(a) is interrupted by bursts of very large amplitude whih are responsible for the
inreasing of the noise in the low frequeny spetra (see g.3). The relaxation time of the
bursts has no partiular meaning, beause it orresponds just to the harateristi time of
the lter used to eliminate the very low frequeny trends. As time goes on, the amplitude of
the bursts redues and the time between two onseutive bursts beomes longer and longer.
Finally they disappear as an be seen in the signal of g.6(b) reorded after 50h when
the system satises FDT. The evolution of the intermittent properties of the noise an be
haraterized by studying the probability density funtion(PDF) of the signal as a funtion
of time. To ompute the PDF, the time series are divided in several time windows and the
PDF are omputed in eah of these window. Afterwards the result of several experiments
are averaged. The PDF omputed at dierent times are plotted in g.7. We see that at short
tw the PDF presents very high tails whih slowly disappear at longer tw. Finally a Gaussian
shape is reovered at tw = 16h. This kind of evolution of the PDF learly indiate that the
signal is very intermittent at the very beginning and it relaxes to the Gaussian noise at very
long times.
The omparison of these results with aging models will be done in the onlusions. We
prefer to desribe now another experiment in a ompletely dierent material.
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Fig. 4: Eetive temperature of Laponite Eetive temperature as a funtion of fre-
queny for dierent aging times. As SZ in g.3, Teff strongly inreases and reahes huge
values for low frequenies and short aging times.
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T e
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FDT
Fig. 5: Eetive temperature of an NaOH solution in water. The eetive tempera-
ture is plotted as a funtion of frequeny for two dierent times after the preparation. This
solution has a pH lose to that of the Laponite, and no violation is observed in this ase for
any aging time.
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Fig. 6: Voltage noise signal in Laponite . (a) Noise signal, 2 hours after the Laponite
preparation, when FDT is violated. (b) Typial noise signal when FDT is not violated.
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Fig. 7: PDF of the voltage noise in Laponite . Typial PDF of the noise signal at dier-
ent times after preparation, with from top to bottom : (...)tw = 1h, (−−)tw = 2h, (+)tw =
50h. The ontinuous line is obtained from the FDT predition.
3 Polyarbonate dieletri properties
In order to give more insight into the problem of the violation of FDT and of the intermit-
tent beahvior disussed in the previous setion we have done wide band (20mHz − 100Hz)
measurements of the dieletri suseptibility and of the polarization noise in a polymer glass :
polyarbonate. We present in this artile several results whih show a strong violation of the
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FDT when this material is quenhed from the molten state to below its glass-transition
temperature. The eetive temperature dened by eq.2 slowly relaxes towards the bath tem-
perature. The violation is observed even at ωtw ≫ 1 and it may last for more than 3h for
f > 1Hz.
3.1 The experimental apparatus
The polymer used in this investigation is Makrofol DE 1-1 C, a bisphenol A polyar-
bonate, with Tg ≃ 419K, produed by Bayer in form of foils. We have hosen this mate-
rial beause it has a wide temperature range of strong aging [1℄. This polymer is totally
amorphous : there is no evidene of rystallinity [29℄. Nevertheless, the internal struture
of polyarbonate hanges and relaxes as a result of a hange in the hain onformation by
moleular motions[1℄,[30℄,[31℄. Many studies of the dieletri suseptibility of this material
exist, but no one had an interest on the problem of noise measurements.
102 103 104
300
350
400
450
 t (s)
 
T 
(K
)
 (b) 
 Tg=419K 
Fig. 8: (a) Polyarbonate experimental set-up (b) Typial temperature quenh :
from Ti = 433K to Tf = 333K, the origin of tw is at T = Tg.
In our experiment polyarbonate is used as the dieletri of a apaitor. The apaitor
is omposed by 14 ylindrial apaitors in parallel in order to redue the resistane of the
sample and to inrease its apaity. Eah apaitor is made of two aluminum eletrodes,
12µm thik, and by a disk of polyarbonate of diameter 12cm and thikness 125µm. The
experimental set-up is shown in g.8a). The 14 apaitors are sandwihed together and
put inside two thik aluminum plates whih ontain an air irulation used to regulate
the sample temperature. This mehanial design of the apaitor is very stable and gives
very reproduible results even after many temperature quenhes. The apaitor is inside
two Faraday sreens to insulate it from external noise. The temperature of the sample is
ontrolled within a few perent. Fast quenh of about 50K/min are obtained by injeting
Nitrogen vapor in the air irulation of the aluminum plates. The eletrial impedane of
the apaitor is Z(ω, tw) = R/(1 + iω R C), where C is the apaitane and R is a parallel
resistane whih aounts for the omplex dieletri suseptibility. It is measured using a
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Novoontrol Dieletri Analyzer. The noise spetrum of this impedane SZ(ω, tw) is :
SZ(f, tw) = 4 kB Teff (f, tw) Re[Z(ω, tw)] =
4 kB Teff (f, tw) R
1 + (ω R C)2
(4)
where Teff is the eetive temperature of the sample. In order to measure SZ(f, tw), we have
made a dierential amplier based on seleted low noise JFET(2N6453 InterFET Corpo-
ration), whose input has been polarized by a resistane Ri = 4GΩ. Above 2Hz, the input
voltage noise of this amplier is 5nV/
√
Hz and the input urrent noise is about 1fA/
√
Hz.
The output signal of the amplier is analyzed either by an HP3562A dynami signal analyzer
or diretly aquired by a NI4462 ard. It is easy to show that the measured spetrum at the
amplier input is :
SV (f, tw) =
4 kB R Ri ( Teff (f, tw) Ri + TR R + Sξ(f) R Ri)
(R +Ri)2 + (ω R Ri C)2
+ Sη(f) (5)
where TR is the temperature of Ri and Sη and Sξ are respetively the voltage and the
urrent noise spetrum of the amplier. In order to reah the desired statistial auray of
SV (f, tw), we averaged the results of many experiments. In eah of these experiments the
sample is rst heated to Ti = 433K. It is maintained at this temperature for 4 hours in
order to reinitialize its thermal history. Then it is quenhed from Ti to Tf = 333K in about
2 minutes. A typial thermal history of the quenh is shown in g.8(b). The reproduibility
of the apaitor impedane, during this thermal yle is always better than 1%. The origin
of aging time tw is the instant when the apaitor temperature is at Tg ≃ 419K, whih of
ourse may depend on the ooling rate. However adjustment of Tg of a few degrees will shift
the time axis by at most 30s, without aeting our results.
3.2 FDR measurements
In g.9(a) and (b), we plot the measured values of R and C as a funtion of f at Ti
and at Tf for tw > 200s. We see that lowering temperature R inreases and C dereases. At
Tf aging is small and extremely slow. Thus for tw > 200s the impedane an be onsidered
onstant without aeting our results. From the data plotted in g.9 (a) and (b) one nds
that R = 1010(1 ± 0.05) f−1.05±0.01 Ω and C = (21.5 ± 0.05)nF . In g.9(a) we also plot
the total resistane at the amplier input whih is the parallel of the apaitor impedane
with Ri. We see that at Tf the input impedane of the amplier is negligible for f > 10Hz,
whereas it has to be taken into aount at slower frequenies.
g.10(a) represents the evolution of SV (f, tw) after a quenh. Eah spetrum is obtained
as an average in a time window starting at tw. The time window inreases with tw so to
redue error for large tw. Then the results of 7 quenhes have been averaged. The longest
time (tw = 1 day) the equilibrium FDT predition (ontinuous line) is quite well satised.
We learly see that FDT is strongly violated for all frequenies at short times. Then high
frequenies relax on the FDT, but there is a persistene of the violation for lower frequenies.
The amount of the violation an be estimated by the best t of Teff (f, tw) in eq.5 where
all other parameters are known. We started at very large tw when the system is relaxed
and Teff = T for all frequenies. Inserting the values in eq.5 and using the SV measured at
11
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Fig. 9: Polyarbonate response funtion (a) Polyarbonate resistane R as a funtion
of frequeny measured at Ti = 433K (⊳) and at Tf = 333k (◦). The eet of the 4GΩ
input resistane is also shown at T = 433K () and at T = 333K (∗). (b) Polyarbonate
apaitane versus frequeny measured at Ti = 433K (⊳) and at Tf = 333k (◦).
tw = 1days we nd Teff ≃ 333K, within error bars for all frequenies (see g.10b). At short
tw data show that Teff (f, tw) ≃ Tf for f larger than a uto frequeny fo(tw) whih is a
funtion of tw. In ontrast, for f < fo(tw) we nd that Teff is : Teff(f, tw) ∝ f−A(tw), with
A(tw) ≃ 1. This frequeny dependene of Teff (f, tw) is quite well approximated by
Teff(f, tw) = Tf [ 1 + (
f
fo(tw)
)A(tw) ] (6)
where A(tw) and fo(tw) are the tting parameters. We nd that 1 < A(tw) < 1.2 for all
the data set. Furthermore for tw ≥ 250, it is enough to keep A(tw) = 1.2 to t the data
within error bars. For tw < 250s we xed A(t) = 1. Thus the only free parameter in eq.6 is
fo(tw). The ontinuous lines in g.10(a) are the best ts of SV found inserting eq.6 in eq.5.
In g.10(b) we plot the estimated Teff(f, tw) as a funtion of frequeny at dierent tw.
We see that just after the quenh Teff(f, tw) is muh larger than Tf in all the frequeny
interval. High frequenies rapidly deay towards the FDT predition whereas at the smallest
frequenies Teff ≃ 105K. Moreover we notie that low frequenies deay more slowly than
high frequenies and that the evolution of Teff(f, tw) towards the equilibrium value is very
slow. From the data of g.10(b) and eq.6, it is easy to see that Teff(f, tw) an be superposed
onto a master urve by plotting them as a funtion of f/fo(tw). The funtion fo(tw) is a
dereasing funtion of tw, but the dependene is not a simple one, as it an be seen in the
inset of g.10(b). The ontinuous straight line is not t, it represents fo(tw) ∝ 1/tw whih
seems a reasonable approximation for these data. For tw > 10
4s we nd the fo < 1Hz. Thus
we annot follow the evolution of Teff anymore beause the ontribution of the experimental
noise on SV is too big, as it is shown in g.10(b) by the inreasing of the error bars for
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Fig. 10: Voltage noise and eetive temperature in polyarbonate (a) Noise power
spetral density SV (f, tw) measured at Tf = 333K and dierent tw. The spetra are the
average over seven quenhes. The ontinuous line is the FDT predition. Dashed lines are the
t obtained using eq.5 and eq.6 (see text for details). (b) Eetive temperature vs frequeny
at Tf = 333K for dierent aging times : (⊳) tw = 200 s, (∗) tw = 260s, • tw = 2580s,
(×)tw = 6542s, (◦)tw = 1 day. The ontinuous lines are the ts obtained using eq.6. The
horizontal straight line is the FDT predition. The dot dashed line orresponds to the limit
where the FDT violation an be deteted. In the inset the frequeny fo(tw), dened in
eq.6,is plotted as a funtion of tw. The ontinuous line is not a t, but it orresponds to
fo(tw) ∝ 1/tw.
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tw = 1 day and f < 0.1Hz.
Before disussing these experimental results we want to ompare them to the single fre-
queny experiment performed on glyerol [20℄. In this experiment, Teff has been measured
only at 7Hz. Thus we studied how Teff(7Hz, tw) depends on tw at 7Hz in our experiment.
The time evolution of Teff(7Hz, tw) is plotted as a funtion of tw in g.11a). The time evo-
lution of Teff(2Hz, tw) is also plotted just to show the large temperature dierene between
two frequenies. Let us onsider the evolution at 7Hz only. As in the experiment of ref.[20℄,
we onrm the fat that the violation is observed even if ωtw >> 1, whih is in ontrast
with theoretial preditions. The biggest violation is for short times after the quenh where
the eetive temperature is surprisingly huge : around 800K at 7Hz and tw = 300s. In the
experiment on glyerol the rst data reported are for tw > 1000s. Thus if we onsider only
data at tw > 1000s in g.11a) we see that our results are lose to those of ref.[20℄. Indeed
at tw = 1000s we nd in our experiment (Teff − Tf )/(Tg − Tf) ≃ 2.4 The glyerol data
give (Teff − Tf)/(Tg − Tf ) ≃ 1. Thus the relative violations of FDT at 7Hz are very lose
in glyerol and polyarbonate. However it would be interesting to hek whether at shorter
times and at lower frequenies large Teff ould be observed in glyerol too.
In order to ompare with theoretial preditions [8, 11℄ and reent spin glass experiment
[23℄ we may plot the integrated response R(t, tw) as a funtion of the orrelation C(t, tw).
The latter is obtained inserting measured Teff (f, tw) in eq.4 and by Fourier transforming
this equation. R(t, tw) an be omputed by Fourier transforming Real[Z(ω, tw)]. FDR now
takes the form [11℄ :
−C(t, tw) + C(tw, tw) = kB Teff (t, tw) R(t, tw) (7)
In the inset of g.11b), we see that for tw > 300s the shape of the deay of C(tw, t) remains
essentially the same. Indeed data for dierent tw an be saled onto a single master urve by
plotting C(tw, t) as a funtion (t − tw)/to(tw), where to(tw) is an inreasing funtion of tw :
approximately to(tw) ∝ log(tw) for tw > 500s. The self-similarity of orrelation funtions,
found on our dieletri data, is a harateristi of the universal piture of aging [9, 11, 14, 15,
32℄, whih has been also observed in spin-glass experiment [23℄ and in the struture funtion
of the dynami light sattering of olloidal gels [33℄. Thus our results onrm that this
piture of aging applies also to the polymer dieletri measurements. To further investigate
this aging, we plot, in g.11b), R(t, tw) as a funtion (−C(t, tw) +C(tw, tw))/kB at dierent
tw. The slope of this graph gives 1/Teff . The symbols orrespond to the data whereas the
dashed line are obtained by inserting the best t of Teff in eq.6, in eq.4. We learly see that
data at small C(t, tw) asymptotially onverge to an horizontal straight line, whih means
that the system has an innite temperature. At short time, large C(t, tw), FDT predition is
reovered (ontinuous straight line of slope 1/Tf). This result is quite dierent to what has
been observed in reent experiments on spin glasses where Teff ≃ 5Tg has been measured[23℄.
In ontrast innite Teff has been observed during the sol gel transition [21℄ and in numerial
simulation of domain growth phenomena[16℄.
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Fig. 11: Violation of FDT in polyarbonate (a) Eetive temperature at 7Hz (◦) and
2Hz (⊳) measured as a funtion of tw at Tf = 333K. b) Plot of the integrated response
R(t, tw) as a funtion of −C(t, tw) + C(tw, tw) at dierent tw. Symbols orrespond to the
data : (◦) tw = 256s, (•)tw = 353s, (♦)tw = 4200s, (⊳)tw = 6542s. The dashed lines are
obtained from the best ts (see text for details). In the inset C(t, tw)−C(tw, tw) is plotted as a
funtion of time for several tw = 250s; 353s; 503s; 1120s; 1624s; 2583s; 4200s. The orrelation
funtions have been superposed by saling t− tw by a harateristi time to(tw) whih is an
inreasing funtion of tw.
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3.3 Statistial analysis of the noise
In order to understand the origin of suh large deviations in our experiment we have
analyzed the noise signal. We nd that the signal is haraterized by large intermittent
events whih produe low frequeny spetra proportional to f−α with α ≃ 2. Two typial
signals reorded at 1500s < tw < 1900s and tw > 75000s are plotted in g.12. We learly
see that in the signal reorded at 1500s < tw < 1900s there are very large bursts whih are
on the origin of the frequeny spetra disussed in the previous setion. In ontrast in the
signal (g.12b), whih was reorded at tw > 75000s when FDT is not violated, the bursts
are totally disappeared.
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Fig. 12: Voltage noise signal in polyarbonate Typial noise signal of polyarbonate
measured at 1500s < tw < 1900s (a) and tw > 75000s (b)
As for Laponite we have studied the PDF of the signal as a funtion of tw for polyar-
bonate. The results are shown in g.13. We learly see that the PDF, measured at small
tw, has very high tails whih beomes smaller and smaller at large tw. Finally the Gaussian
proles is reovered after 24h. This strongly intermittent dynamis is reminisent of the in-
termittene observed in the loal measurements of polymer dieletri properties [34℄ and in
the slow relaxation dynamis of a olloidal gel [35℄
4 Disussion and onlusions
Let us resume the main results of the two experiments desribed in the previous setions.
We have seen that dieletri measurements of Laponite, during the sol-gel transition, and of
polyarbonate, after a temperature quenh, show a strong violation of FDT. The eetive
temperature dened by eq.2 is huge at small tw and slowly relaxes towards the bath temper-
ature. In ontrast to theoretial preditions the violation is observed even at ωtw ≫ 1 and
it may last for more than 3h for f > 1Hz. We have then investigated the beahvior of the
noise signals and we have shown that the huge Teff is produed by very large intermittent
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bursts whih are at the origin of the low frequeny power law deay of noise spetra. Further-
more we have also shown that for both materials the statisti of this event is strongly non
Gaussian when FDT is violated and slowly relaxes to a Gaussian one at very long tw. Thus
these two very dierent materials have a very similar relaxation dynamis, haraterized by
a strong intermitteny. This strongly intermittent dynamis is reminisent of the intermit-
tene observed in the loal measurements of polymer dieletri properties. [34℄. Furthermore
reent measurements done, using time resolved orrelation in diusing wave spetrosopy,
have shown a strong intermitteny in the slow relaxation dynamis of a olloidal gel [35℄.
This kind of beahvior an indeed be interpreted on the basis of the trap model [5℄, whih
predits non trivial violation of FDT assoiated to an intermittent dynamis. The system
evolves in deeper and deeper valleys on the energy landsape. The dynamis is fundamentally
intermittent beause either nothing moves or there is a jump between two traps. In our ase
these jumps ould explain the presene in the dieletri voltage noise of very large and rare
peaks with a slow relaxation after the jump. Clear answers to this question an be given by
a detailed study of the statistis of the time intervals between large peaks. This work is in
progress.
This work learly shows the importane of assoiating thermal noise and response mea-
surements. Many questions remain opened on the subjet of FDR in out of equilibrium
systems. One may wonder whether dierent ouples of onjugated variables give the same
Teff as dened by eq.2. For example FDR measured on the rheologial properties of Laponite
show no violation of FDT [22℄. The reasons of these dierenes between eletrial and me-
hanial measurements are unlear and muh work is neessary to give new insight on these
problems.
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